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Abstract We present the development of a light source for
generating optically synchronized seed pulses both for the
parametric amplifier chain and the pump-laser chain of the
Petawatt Field Synthesizer (PFS), which is currently under
construction at MPQ. The PFS system aims at delivering
waveform-controlled few-cycle laser pulses with PW-scale
peak power using optical parametric chirped pulse amplifi-
cation (OPCPA). Methods of generating the broadband near-
infrared (NIR) seed pulses for the OPCPA chain by spectral
broadening using few-cycle pulses are presented. We also
demonstrate the generation of a supercontinuum spanning
up to three octaves (270–1500 nm) using cascaded hollow-
core fibers which supports sub-cycle pulse duration.

PACS 52.38.Hb · 42.65.Re · 42.72.Ai · 42.65.Yj

1 Introduction

High-power, few-cycle light pulses are of great interest for
studying laser–matter interactions at extreme conditions.
A number of applications such as the generation of mono-
energetic electron beams or the generation of intense single
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attosecond pulses from solid density plasmas have already
emerged from this field [1–5] and calls for light sources
delivering ever shorter and more powerful pulses. Optical
parametric chirped pulse amplification (OPCPA) [6] offers a
promising route towards such high-power light sources ow-
ing to the very broad gain-bandwidth that can be achieved
in the nonlinear frequency-mixing process [7]. Recently,
a number of high-power OPCPA systems operating with
pump pulses of 100 ps–10 ns duration have been reported.
They can deliver pulse energies as high as 35 J in 84 fs [8]
or 24 J in 43 fs [9] pulses amplified in narrowband nonlin-
ear DKDP crystals and 90 mJ in the few-cycle regime (10 fs)
using BBO as the nonlinear medium [10]. However, the gen-
eration of Joule-scale pulse energies in the few-cycle regime
has yet to be demonstrated and constitutes the main goal of
the development of the Petawatt Field Synthesizer (PFS) in-
frastructure at the Max-Planck Institute for Quantum Optics
(Garching, Germany).

The PFS project aims at developing a light source de-
livering petawatt-scale carrier-envelope phase (CEP) con-
trolled pulses with pulse energies >3 J in the few-cycle
regime (∼5 fs, 700–1400 nm) at a repetition rate of 10 Hz
[11, 12]. The design of this system is based on a modified
OPCPA scheme where short pulses on the order of 1–2 ps
are used for pumping an OPCPA chain. In this approach,
the large bandwidth is achieved by using thin DKDP crys-
tals, while the high-gain and pulse energies are ensured by
intense pumping and large crystal size, respectively. This
technique possesses immense potential for generating high-
contrast pulses due to the short, ps-scale time window for the
parametric fluorescence. Moreover, very simple, compact,
and high throughput stretcher-compressor systems, such as
bulk glass and chirped mirrors, can be used owing to the
small stretching factor. However, the design of the PFS re-
quires a sophisticated pump source delivering 1–2 ps pulses
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Fig. 1 Schematic layout of the
frontend. BS: beam splitter;
CMC: chirped mirror
compressor; FA: fiber amplifier;
HCF: hollow-core fiber; IF:
interference filter; M.Ob:
microscope objective; PCF:
photonic crystal fiber; BBO:
beta-barium borate crystal;
SFG: sum frequency generation
signal; HDM: high dispersive
(negatively chirped) mirrors;
Ar-cell: argon cell; Nano-Track:
fiber output power stabilization
system; Beam Lock-4D: laser
beam pointing stabilization
system; M: mirror; L: Lens; TS:
translation stage (XYZ); FM:
focusing mirror; PS: pulse
selector

with 15–20 J (frequency doubled at 515 nm) pulse energy,
i.e., 50 J in the fundamental beam (at 1030 nm), at 10 Hz
repetition rate. Such a system is not commercially available
and therefore a challenge for development on its own right.
The PFS pump source with these specifications is based
on the chirped-pulse amplification (CPA) principle [13] us-
ing Yb:YAG as the amplification medium pumped by high-
power laser diodes [14]. In addition, the short-pulse pumped
OPCPA approach demands a very accurate and stable syn-
chronization since seed and pump pulses are only a few-ps
long. This makes it necessary to derive both pulses from a
common source. In the case of PFS, the pump laser requires
seeding at 1030 nm due to the peak of the emission cross
section of Yb:YAG, while the OPCPA chain needs broad-
band seeding in a spectral range of 700–1400 nm in order to
achieve the largest gain bandwidth in DKDP. Furthermore,
both amplifier chains need to be seeded with as energetic
pulses as possible in order to limit the amplified spontaneous
emission of the CPA pump-laser chain and the parametric
superfluorescence of the main OPCPA chain [10, 15]. An
oscillator source satisfying these conditions, however, is not
commercially available to serve as a common source for di-
rect seeding [16].

In this paper we present a detailed description on the de-
velopment of a frontend light source of the PFS which de-
livers optically synchronized seed pulses both for the pump
laser chain and the OPCPA chain. The paper is organized as
follows: Firstly, we discuss the layout of the frontend, the
procedures for the pump laser and OPCPA seed generation,
and a technique for stretching of the latter to the ps scale.
This is followed by the results of numerical simulations of
the OPCPA process using the experimentally obtained seed
pulse as an input. Finally, the temporal synchronization mea-
surement between the two seed pulses is described.

2 Frontend layout

The PFS frontend layout is shown in Fig. 1. A Ti:Sapphire
oscillator (Rainbow: Femtolasers GmbH, 70 MHz, 250 mW,
pulse duration <7 fs, spectral range: 620–1000 nm, CEP-
stabilized) is used as the master oscillator (MO). The output
of the MO is divided into two parts using a broadband beam
splitter. One part of the output is coupled into a photonic
crystal fiber (PCF) for spectral shifting to the pump laser
wavelength (see Sect. 3 for details). The remainder of the
MO output is further amplified in a commercial amplifier
(Femtopower Compact-Pro, Femtolasers GmbH) and then
compressed in a hybrid pulse compressor (HPC), which will
be described in Sect. 4.1. The output of the HPC is used for
generation of a broadband supercontinuum by a two-stage
(or cascaded) spectral broadening technique (described in
Sects. 4.2–4.4). The near-infrared (NIR) spectral part of this
supercontinuum is then stretched to few ps for seeding the
main OPCPA chain. The stretched pulses are characterized
by a cross correlation, as detailed in Sect. 4.5. The scheme
of these measurements is also depicted in Fig. 1.

3 Pump-laser seed generation

In order to generate the pump laser seed at 1030 nm, we
have utilized soliton self-frequency shift (SSFS) in a PCF
[10, 17]. A part of the MO output (∼100 mW, 1.4 nJ) is
coupled into a PCF (type NL-PM-750, Crystal Fibre Ltd.,
length 25 cm, core diameter ∼1.6 µm) using a microscope
objective as shown in Fig. 1. In order to keep the PCF
output power at 1030 nm constant, we use an active fiber
alignment system [APT Nano-Track BNT001, NanoMax-
301, Thorlabs]. An interference filter selects a �λ = 10 nm
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Fig. 2 Input and output spectra of the PCF. The spectrum after the
interference filter is also shown in the filled area

band centered at 1030 nm from the frequency shifted spec-
trum after the PCF yielding about 3.4-pJ pulse energy af-
ter the filter (Fig. 2). This output is then coupled into an
Yb-doped fiber amplifier (designed by the Institute for Ap-
plied Physics, Jena, Germany). After the fiber amplifier, 14-
nJ pulses (70 MHz, 4.4 ps) are then fed into an all-reflective
grating stretcher in double-pass configuration, i.e., eight re-
flections off the grating [18]. At the stretcher output we get
pulses with 0.5 nJ, in 3 ns, and a bandwidth of ∼4 nm. After
the stretcher these seed pulses are then amplified to 300 mJ
at 10 Hz within a bandwidth of ∼3.5 nm in the first CPA
stage of the pump laser consisting of an Yb:glass regener-
ative amplifier (RA) followed by a second Yb:YAG multi-
pass amplifier, both pumped with laser diodes. The details
of these amplifiers are described in Refs. [14, 19].

4 OPCPA seed generation

The generation of a broadband spectrum appropriate for
seeding the main OPCPA chain of PFS (700–1400 nm) is
based on the production of a supercontinuum which ex-
tends up to the NIR. A number of multiple-octave supercon-
tinua have already been generated by the nonlinear interac-
tion of few-cycle pulses in gaseous media [20–22]. Differ-
ent cascaded spectral broadening techniques (e.g., double-
filamentation, hollow-core fiber (HCF) followed by a gas-
cell), while having an intermediate pulse compressor have
been used in these experiments. On the other hand, a double-
HCF approach was reported by Schenkel et al. [23], where
generation of a broadband supercontinuum (500 THz) and
compression of a part of it to produce 3.8-fs pulses was pre-
sented. However, in all the previous experiments (according
to the best of our knowledge) characterization of such super-
continua in the NIR remained undiscussed. We have carried
out such investigations on two different cascaded spectral
broadening schemes, namely an HCF-filament and a double-
HCF setup, and present our findings in this section. From

our results it is clear that both these methods hold promise
for the generation of a supercontinuum extending up to the
NIR, which could then be applied for seeding an OPCPA in
this spectral range. Since the broadening during such non-
linear processes demands an intensity (and hence energy)
that cannot be delivered by the few-nJ scale output of the
MO, a CPA scheme needs to be used. We amplified the part
of the MO output which was dedicated for OPCPA seed us-
ing a CPA-based Femtopower amplifier to a pulse energy of
2 mJ with spectral full-width at half maximum (FWHM) of
60 nm at a repetition rate of 1 kHz (Fig. 1). In the following
we discuss the compression of the Femtopower output us-
ing an HPC in order to get high-quality short pulses which
would then be used as the driver pulses for the generation of
an ultrabroadband supercontinuum.

4.1 Hybrid pulse compression of the Femtopower amplifier
output

The Femtopower system contains an SF57 glass-stretcher,
an acousto-optical dispersive filter (DAZZLER, FASTLITE)
and a 10-pass amplifier. The output of the amplifier (2 mJ,
∼10 ps) is compressed with a paired double-prism com-
pressor as shown in Fig. 1. In every prism compressor, the
pulses are first overcompressed by the negative dispersion
introduced by the geometric path difference and are then fi-
nally compressed by the remaining positive dispersion in the
prism material. At an energy level of our system this results
in self-phase modulation (SPM) in the last prism, which in
turn causes spectral narrowing (Fig. 3a) owing to the nega-
tive chirp of the laser pulse [24], and deterioration of the spa-
tial and temporal profile of the compressed pulses. An HPC
technique to overcome this problem was proposed by Cav-
alieri et al. [25], where the pulses after the amplifier were
overcompressed by increasing the prism separation. Hence
the pulses still maintain their negative chirp after the last
prism and are finally compressed by the positive-dispersive
mirrors (PDM). However, the use of PDM’s in this HPC
scheme has the drawback that the pulses pass through the
last prism with negative chirp. For high energy (and hence
intensity) pulses, ever more negative chirp is required to
avoid SPM. Therefore the required prism separation quickly
becomes inconvenient and may even lead to spectral clip-
ping in the second pair of prisms. Moreover, changing the
prism separation also results in changing the higher-order
dispersion components, which in turn requires additional
dispersion management.

The advent of negatively chirped high dispersive mir-
rors (HDM) [26], with sufficiently high dispersion to over-
compensate the positive dispersion of the last prism pair,
have made it possible to compress high-energy pulses in a
straightforward way in HPC, i.e., maintaining the positive
chirp of the pulses after the prism compressor and finally
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Fig. 3 a Spectrum after the amplifier (black) and HPC (red). For
comparison, the spectrum of the compressed pulse (blue) is shown us-
ing the prism compressor only (previous performance). The retrieved
phase (Magenta) of the compressed pulse (<23 fs, FWHM, sech2)

by the GRENOUILLE after the HPC is also shown. b The measured
second-order interferometric autocorrelation (FWHM∼15 fringes) of
the compressed pulse after the HPC

compressing them with negatively chirped HDM. We have
used a total of 16 HDMs, each providing a group-delay dis-
persion (GDD) of −500 fs2 for a spectral range of 740–840
nm with high reflectivity of more than 99.7%. In order to
accommodate the extra dispersion of these dispersive mir-
rors in our system, an additional amount of 35-mm SF57
glass is inserted in the stretcher (which is more convenient
for dispersion management than reducing the prism sepa-
ration). Hence the high-energy pulses still carry their posi-
tive chirp (with a pulse width >1 ps) while passing through
the last prism and get finally compressed by the HDMs.
The higher-order dispersion of 35-mm-thick SF57 glass, i.e.
third-order dispersion of +5000 fs3 and fourth-order disper-
sion of +1850 fs4, is compensated by the DAZZLER. The
HDMs are not designed in complementary pairs, like the tra-
ditional broadband chirped mirrors, to cancel out fine phase
oscillation of each other. Therefore, we observed an accu-
mulation of ∼1 rad of phase oscillations in the pulses after
the compressor, using a GRENOUILLE device (Swamp Op-
tics). These oscillations can be precompensated by loading
a phase file derived from the GRENOUILLE measurement
into the DAZZLER. This approach yields sub-23-fs 1.5-mJ
pulses with a spectral FWHM of ∼60 nm, free from SPM
effects (see Fig. 3).

In order to generate a few-cycle supercontinuum with
these pulses, which is suitable for seeding the OPCPA in the
NIR, we have tested the following cascaded spectral broad-
ening schemes: (1) filamentation followed by broadening in
an HCF (HCF-Filament) and (2) double-HCF approach. In
the following we report on our results of these two schemes.

4.2 Cascaded spectral broadening in HCF-filament

The Femtopower output after the HPC with 1.5-mJ pulse
energy is focused by an f = 2 m lens into a 300-µm-inner

diameter and 1-m-long HCF (HCF1). The pressure of Neon
(Ne) in HCF1 and the GDD of the input pulse has been ad-
justed to get maximum broadening. At an optimum pres-
sure of 2.3 bar, an overall throughput of 650 µJ is obtained
with central mode containing more than 85% energy. The
pointing fluctuations at the entrance, which arise mainly
from the air turbulences, mechanical instability of the mir-
ror mounts, and the long-term thermal drift of the laser
cavity, result in an instability of the HCF output and are
therefore minimized by using a laser beam pointing stabi-
lization system [BeamLock-4D,TEM-Messtechnik GmbH].
This system provides both the position and angle locking of
the laser beam with four degrees of freedom in space using
two position-sensitive detectors via an active feedback loop
control and hence stabilizes the throughput of HCF in terms
of the beam profile, output spectrum, and energy throughout
each working day.

The output of HCF1 is collimated by a 0.75-m focal
length silver-coated mirror and then compressed using a
negatively chirped mirror compressor. These mirrors have
been designed in-house to provide a flat GDD of −40 fs2

per reflection in a broad spectral range of 550–1000 nm.
After HCF1 the output spectrum is compressed down to
∼4.2 fs and then focused into an Argon-cell (Ar-cell) by
using a 2-m focal length silver-coated mirror at a pressure
of 700 mbar with a 1/e2 beam diameter of 350 µm. In or-
der to fine control the spatial beam profile at the output of
the Ar-cell, an iris was placed into the input beam of the Ar-
cell. We observed the onset of multiple filamentation even at
sub-atmospheric pressures of Ar due to the high intensity of
the input pulse. Fine adjustment of the iris at 750-mbar pres-
sure of Ar helped in obtaining a good quality spatial beam
profile in a single filament. Under these conditions, we are
able to couple ∼400 µJ of the input pulse energy into the Ar-
filament. A broadband supercontinuum containing ∼100-µJ
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Fig. 4 a HCF-Filament: Input and output spectrum of the Argon cell at a pressure of 750 mbar. b Double-HCF: input and output spectrum of the
HCF2 at a pressure of 3.3 bar of Ne

energy in the central mode is generated after the cell (see
Fig. 4a). The broadband supercontinuum is measured using
AvaSpec-3648 and AvaSpec-NIR256-1.7 (Avantes) spec-
trometers. A 2.3-fs Fourier-limited pulse duration can be in-
ferred from this spectrum, centered at 600 nm. About 55%
of the supercontinuum energy is contained in the spectral
range of 700–1400 nm.

4.3 Cascaded spectral broadening in double-HCF

As an alternative, we replaced the Ar-cell by another HCF
(HCF2) as shown in Fig. 1. In this case the output spec-
trum of HCF1 was not set for maximum broadening but for
reduced spectral modulations and hence good compression
with minimal pre-pulse or post-pulse wings, while keeping
a sufficient bandwidth for ∼5-fs pulses. This was achieved
by fine tuning of the GDD in the DAZZLER and by chang-
ing the gas pressure. The optimum pressure of Ne was found
to be 1.5 bar. The overall throughput of HCF1 was similar
to that described above. The output was compressed down
to ∼5.0 fs and then focused by an f = 1.0 m silver mirror
into the 1-m long HCF2 with inner diameter 250 µm at a
pressure of 3.3 bar of Ne. At the output of HCF2, the high-
energy supercontinuum (200 µJ) extends up to nearly three
octaves (∼260–1500 nm) at the level of 3 orders of mag-
nitude (as shown in Fig. 4b). Our Fourier transform calcu-
lations show that this broadband spectrum supports a pulse
width of 1.3 fs centered at 550 nm. About 25% of the to-
tal energy is contained in the spectral range (700–1400 nm)
required for seeding the main OPCPA chain in the PFS.

4.4 Theoretical calculations of short-pulse pumped OPCPA

In order to verify the suitability of the NIR tail of these su-
percontinua for seeding the main OPCPA chain of the PFS
system, we numerically modeled the OPCPA stages using a
simplified 1D-approximation [27, 28]. The experimentally

measured spectra in both cases (HCF-Filament and double-
HCF scheme) were used as the input of the first stage. The
pump pulse and the OPCPA seed pulse duration was taken
to be 1.5 ps (FWHM) and 1 ps (FWHM), respectively. The
anticipated total pump energy of 20 J at 515 nm was divided
into seven amplification stages ranging from 2 mJ to 5 J,
while keeping the energy fluence well below the measured
damage threshold (∼700 mJ/cm2) of the available DKDP
crystals. The crystal thickness of the DKDP was assumed to
range from 3.5 mm (for the 1st stage) to 1 mm (for the 7th
stage) and a noncollinear type-I geometry was used with a
phase-matching angle of 37° and a pump-seed angle of 1°.
The calculations show that in a series of seven amplification
stages, the seed pulses in the spectral range (700–1400 nm)
can reach the 2–3 J level. The seed spectrum and the result-
ing amplified output spectra of the first and the last (7th)
stages as obtained by the calculations are depicted in Fig. 5.
It can be seen that the modulations in the seed spectrum,
for both cases described above, are smoothened until the fi-
nal stage and the calculated Fourier limited pulse duration
supported by the spectrum after the 7th stage is below 5 fs.
We can infer from these calculations that both the schemes
are suitable for seeding the OPCPA in the NIR. The HCF-
Filament scheme is attractive due to the ease of alignment.
However, it requires more careful control on the gas pressure
and input pulse energy. On the other hand, the double-HCF
scheme seems more attractive due to the higher energy in the
NIR, which is better suited for OPCPA amplification. The
stringent requirement of alignment of the HCF2 is relaxed
by installing a 4D laser beam pointing stabilization system
at HCF1 input (as discussed earlier in Sect. 4.2). Therefore
we adopt the double-HCF scheme for seeding the OPCPA
chain in PFS.

In order to obtain efficient amplification the seed pulses
need to be stretched so that they match the pump duration.
In the following we present the details about the stretching
scheme.
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Fig. 5 Numerically calculated OPCPA amplified spectrum of the first
and the last (7th) stage, using: a HCF-Filament output spectrum.
b Double-HCF output spectrum as input of the first stage. All spectra

have been normalized to their respective maxima in order to show the
amplification bandwidth and the amplitude of the modulations more
clearly

4.5 OPCPA seed stretcher

We use a negative dispersion paired double-prism stretcher
to stretch the OPCPA seed pulses. The pulses will there-
fore be amplified with negative chirp and compressed in
bulk material alone or in combination with chirped mirrors.
The design of the stretcher follows the equations given in
Ref. [29], in order to select the prism material and the re-
quired separation between the prism pairs. Here we assume
that the duration of the supercontinuum pulses after HCF2
closely matches to that of the input pulses [20, 22]. Fused
silica prisms have been selected because of their small high-
order group-velocity dispersion in the spectral range of 700–
1400 nm as compared to other common prism materials (like
SF10, SF14, LaK21) and the relaxed requirements for total
second-order dispersion. A prism pair separation of ∼40 cm
(apex to apex) yields a stretched duration of 2 ps over the
whole spectral range. The experimental setup is shown in
Fig. 1. The desired part of the spectrum (700–1400 nm) from
the supercontinuum was selected by clipping the dispersed
spectrum, after the first prism, on the apex of the second
prism pair at 680 nm. This technique seems to be a con-
venient way of precisely controlling the amount of disper-
sion for our broad spectral range on a day-to-day basis. The
position of the resulting spectral clip is easily monitored
and is a good indication for the amount of inserted prism
material. The stretched pulses are characterized by a modi-
fied frequency-domain phase measurement (FDPM) scheme
[30] by measuring their cross-correlation with a fraction of
the Femtopower output (60 µJ) as the reference, which is
also schematically shown in Fig. 1. The measured group-
delay (GD) of the 2-ps pulse after the prism stretcher is de-
picted in Fig. 6, for an apex–apex separation of 40 cm be-
tween the prism pairs. In order to finally control the pulse
duration and phase of the seed pulses, we plan to use ultra

Fig. 6 FDPM measurement of the OPCPA seed

broadband chirped mirrors, which are currently being de-
signed. Our aim is to adjust the phase of the seed pulses in a
way that allows for compression in bulk material at the end
of the amplification chain.

5 Temporal synchronization between the pump laser
and OPCPA seed

In order to quantify the level of synchronization between
the seed and pump pulses in a real OPCPA experiment, we
measured the scanning cross correlation between the Fem-
topower (<30 fs, 40 µJ) and the RA output pulses which
simulate the time position of the OPCPA seed and pump
laser pulses, respectively. The scheme of synchronization
is shown in Fig. 7a. Different optical pulses from the MO
have been selected for the OPCPA-seed and pump laser seed
in order to compensate the long delay of about 300 ns due
to the 40 round-trips in the RA. For this measurement, the
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Fig. 7 a The scheme of measuring the cross correlation in order to
quantify the temporal synchronization between the pump laser and
OPCPA seed. RA: regenerative amplifier; FA: fiber amplifier; MO:
master oscillator; PCF: photonic crystal fiber; PL seed: (CPA) pump-

laser seed; HPC: hybrid pulse compressor. b Measured time position of
maxima with respect to the time of measurement. In the inset is shown
the short-term temporal drift (<100 fs) at steady state temperature con-
ditions

unstretched pump laser seed pulses from the fiber amplifier
were directly amplified in the Yb:glass RA to about 10 µJ
(10 Hz, 1030 nm, 4.4 ps). This technique of by-passing the
stretcher is necessary to achieve sub-ps resolution. The cross
correlation between the two pulses was recorded by observ-
ing the SFG signal in a 100-µm-thick BBO crystal, and the
measurements were repeated at different times over a full
duration of about four hours. The position of the peaks of
the SFG signal provides a direct measurement of the delay
of one pulse with respect to the other. We fitted a Gaussian
to each of the cross correlation curves in order to determine
the relative position of the pump and seed pulses. The peaks
of these Gaussian fits are shown as functions of the time
of measurement in Fig. 7b. For about 150 minutes from the
start of the experiment, we observed a drift of about 3 ps be-
tween the two pulses, which later reached a steady state with
a short-term drift of less than 100 fs (inset of Fig. 7b). From
the stability of the peak position we estimate the resolution
of our measurement to be on the order of 100 fs; therefore
this result represents an upper limit of the actual temporal
drift. During the measurement, we also recorded the tem-
perature at the surface and underneath the optical tables. We
observed a temperature change of about 0.9 K at the surface
of the optical table during early 2–3 hours of laser operation.
Later, the table surface temperature was quite stable within
±0.1 K. The temperature change during these early (2–3)
hours of laser operation was associated with the temperature
gradient under the tables due to the warm-up of the pump
laser power supplies. The slow drift during the first three
hours can be explained by this temperature change. In our
setup the estimated difference in the optical paths of the two
pulses was about 75–80 m. By considering the linear thermal
expansion coefficient of stainless steel of 13 × 10−6 K−1,
a temperature change of 1 K for a path difference of 70 m
between the two pulses causes a drift of ∼3 ps. Therefore,
under current operating conditions, a simple solution of this

thermal drift is to leave the setup running for few hours be-
fore the start of experiment to reach stable temperature con-
ditions. The other way is active stabilization using a bal-
anced cross correlation technique [31].

It is necessary to mention that these measurements do not
provide direct information about pulse-to-pulse time jitter,
since the scans for each peak position took several minutes.
The value of jitter τj can in principle be estimated, to a first
approximation, from the measured cross correlation width

τX by the formula (τj =
√

τ 2
X − τ 2

p − τ 2
s ), where τp and τs

are the FWHM pulse durations of the pump and seed signals,
respectively. As the measured τX ≈ τp = 4.4 ± 0.1 ps, from
the formula we can derive only the upper limit of τj ≤ 1 ps.
More precise estimation would require this experiment to
be performed with the compressed pump pulses on ∼1-ps-
scale, which is beyond the scope this paper.

6 Conclusion

We have presented the development of a light source which
serves as a frontend of the PFS system based on ps-scale
OPCPA. The stringent requirement for synchronization be-
tween the seed pulses of the CPA pump laser chain and the
main OPCPA chain has been fulfilled by deriving both of
these pulses from a common “master oscillator” source,
thereby providing optical synchronization. A short-term
temporal drift on a time scale of less than 100 fs has been
observed, which will allow for sufficient synchronization
in the short-pulse pumped OPCPA scheme, keeping the
amplification conditions constant over extended periods of
time, as was already reported in our proof of principle ex-
periment [28]. Starting from the MO pulses, the seed for
the pump laser chain at 1030 nm is generated by soliton
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based spectral shifting. The broadband OPCPA seed spec-
trum (700–1400 nm) is obtained using the nonlinear interac-
tion of the few-cycle pulses with gaseous media, where we
have presented the HCF-filament and double-HCF schemes
for supercontinuum generation. Our simplified 1D-model
simulation shows that the NIR tail of the spectra from both
of these schemes can be amplified to PW-scale in DKDP us-
ing ps-timescale amplification. The choice of double-HCF
is taken due to the better shape of the spectrum in the NIR.
Using this frontend system in combination with the recent
ongoing progress in developing the few-ps pump source
[14, 19] will pave the way towards the ambitious goals of
the PFS system.
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